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we are pleased to announce the availability
of a new stable release, slurm version
17.02.0.this release focuses on bug-fixes and
maintenance to the current release
series.the new release also includes a
number of enhancements and new features,
discussed in the release notes. the release
notes can be found here, and detailed
release notes are available here.thank you to
all customers, partners, and community
members who contributed to getting this
release done.as with past releases, the
documentation as been updated to the 17.0
release. past versions are available in the
archive. this release also marks the end of
support for the 16.09 release. the 16.11
release will remain supported up until the
19.05 release next spring, but will stop
receiving as frequent updates, and bug-fixes
will be targeted for the 18.08 maintenance
releases going forward.slurm 16.10.0
includes contributions by (alphabetically by
last name): donald bauersfeld, eric fry, jeff
frey, roy hurley, thomas cadeau, roy
schroeder, thomas walsh, vladimir timofeev,
ben matthews, jamie cooper, mark
matthews, mark plumlee, nick lee, paul
woodworth, tom jansen, david morris. we are
pleased to announce the release of slurm
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version 17.11.10.the code refactoring done
in slurm 17.11 has led to a fix for this issue,
and to build installations which now match
what slurm claims to use by default in the
installation page.although this change was
intended to make slurm's default
configuration mode more conservative, it
may increase your %wa at first. if you wish to
see the impact of this on your workloads,
please begin with the major version update.
slurm versions 17.04 or earlier should have
already been upgraded to 17.if you are
running a slurm cluster, please note that
version 17.11 may have a regression in the
--pool_size argument - with this version, you
must specify --pool_size at least once, unlike
with previous versions. otherwise, the
--pool_size argument can be supplied as a
command-line option to any slurm
subcommand. download of slurm version
17.11 can be found here.
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